The recent progress in sensor and wireless communication technologies has enabled the design and implementation of new applications such as sensor telemetry which is the use of wireless sensors to gather fine-grained information from products, people and places. In this work, we consider a realistic telemetry application in which an area is periodically monitored by a sensor network which gathers data from equally spaced sample points. The objective is to maximize the lifetime of the network by jointly selecting the sensing nodes, the node transmission powers and the route to the base station from each sensing node. We develop an optimization-based algorithm OPT-RE and a low complexity algorithm SP-RE for this purpose and analyze their dynamics through extensive numerical studies. Our results indicate that SP-RE is a promising algorithm which has comparable performance to that of the more computationally intensive OPT-RE algorithm. The energy consumption is significantly affected by the channel access method, and in this paper, we also compare the effects of the collision free TDMA and contention based CSMA/CA methods. We propose practical enhancements to CSMA/CA so that the energy consumption due to collisions is reduced. Our simulation results indicate that with the proposed enhancements contention based channel access can provide comparable performance to that of the collision free methods.
Introduction
The recent progress in sensor and wireless communication technologies has enabled the design and implementation of new applications such as sensor telemetry which is the use of wireless sensors to gather fine-grained information from products, people and places. For example, sensor telemetry could help in monitoring wind, water, soil and air temperatures or humidity in large farms or vineyards [18] or in tracking the movement of a glacier to acquire vital information that can help to predict the extent and immediate consequences of global warming [19] . Knowing the state of an object such as a product or a piece of equipment and using that information for creating business value is where sensor telemetry has high potential. For instance, determining when a pump is under pressure and might need replacing, or when fresh food is about to go out of the safe temperature range can provide real-time data to new services and may improve future products.
In this paper, we focus on energy-efficient, periodic sampling based sensor telemetry and assume that a monitoring application periodically takes measurements from sample points that are equally apart in a given region. The quality of service (QoS) of the monitoring application depends on the number of sample points from which the measurements are taken, i.e., the precision level. In real-world applications, such as agricultural or structural health monitoring, this relationship between the application QoS and precision level is usually nonlinear. A low precision level results in a low QoS, because for a large portion of the area the ambient conditions may remain unknown. However, a high precision level may result in over-sampling (and high energy consumption) because the ambient conditions do not usually change within short distances, e.g., the soil temperature on a farm. Thus, for efficient operation, it is essential to choose precision levels that do not result in under-or oversampling.
In this article, we propose algorithms that jointly select a set of sensing nodes, the path from each sensing node to the monitoring station (or base station) and the associated transmission power levels for all nodes in the network for a given precision level in order to maximize the sensor network lifetime. The network lifetime is defined as the period of time until the first node in the network exhausts its battery. We first consider the ideal time division multiplexed case, in which the nodes transmit during dedicated time slots without interfering with each other. Assuming that nodes are awake in their dedicated time slots, we develop a multi-objective optimization model for the selection of sensing nodes and routing of sensor data from those nodes to a base station. Based on this optimization model, we design a near-optimal algorithm. The proposed algorithm is computationally intensive, so we also design a low complexity algorithm based on a shortest path procedure. In this algorithm, links are labeled with two new different link metrics appropriate for the maximization of the network lifetime. We demonstrate by simulations that the low complexity algorithm achieves a performance close to that of the optimal solution, providing a significant lifetime extension as compared to the traditional but non-optimal methods such as Tiny-DB [11] . We also investigate the dynamics of the low complexity algorithm by considering various telemetry parameters and network scenarios. Finally, we employ a pracCopyright c 2007 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers tical contention based access scheme, namely IEEE 802.11 MAC, instead of TDMA. We explore the impact of multi access interference and collisions on the joint node and path selection with respect to the network lifetime. We propose simple modifications for 802.11 CSMA/CA to work jointly with our algorithms, prolonging the network lifetime to levels comparable to that of the ideal, collision free TDMA case.
Related Work
Our work is related to the connected sensor cover problem [2] . In the connected sensor cover problem, a set S of N nodes is deployed in a sensing field of area A, and each sensor node s i has a sensing region denoted by A i . A query Q is issued for a region A Q ⊆ A. Then, a set of sensor nodes S ⊆ S is selected so that A Q ⊆ ∪ i∈S A i , and any pair of nodes in the connected sensor cover can communicate with each other either directly or indirectly over a multi-hop communication path. The minimum connected sensor cover problem finds the set of sensors with the minimum number of nodes, such that the two conditions above hold. The problem discussed in this paper differs from the minimum connected sensor cover problem in several aspects: First, we consider a sensor cover with a grid structure, where each node has the same sensing radius. Second, the best sensor cover is defined as the one that maximizes the network lifetime. Furthermore, not all selected sensors sense, i.e., some of the selected nodes work as relay nodes. Finally, we require all sensor nodes to be connected to the monitoring station, but not necessarily to each other.
Our work is also related to the efforts on topology control and energy-efficient routing in wireless ad hoc and sensor networks in [4] - [6] . Previously in the literature, topology control is investigated with the objective of providing end-to-end traffic, i.e., a connected and power/energy efficient path. Our work brings together application-specific requirements (in the form of measurement precision), topology control and routing. The closest model to ours is described in [4] ; however, in [4] the objective is to detect the occurrence of an event in an energy-efficient manner rather than to continuously collect the ambient conditions of an area.
In a recent work by Madan et al. [9] , the authors consider the joint design of routing and MAC scheduling in order to maximize the network lifetime, assuming TDMA based access. In [8] , we discuss the optimal selection of sensor nodes and the routing of sensor data given a required measurement precision assuming TDMA access. In this article, we explore the dynamics of this algorithm with two different metrics appropriate for lifetime maximization. TDMA based protocols have the natural advantage of energy savings due to the low duty cycle of the radios and the lack of overhead resulting from contention and collisions, but they pose severe scalability problems because intensive coordination among nodes is required. In the second part of this article, we propose a practical contention based MAC to be implemented with our joint sensor selection and routing algorithm.
System Model
We assume a homogeneous sensor network with N nodes. All nodes have the same sensing and transmission capabilities. A single base station with unlimited energy collects responses from the sensors. The base station knows the locations of the sensor nodes, using methods such as those proposed in [10] , [21] . We assume an immobile network, in which the node locations are discovered once at the beginning in the network configuration stage; hence, energy spent for localization is a fixed, sunk cost that is paid in advance.
We consider a query-based operation: A telemetry application sends a query Q to the base station, which includes a precision requirement in the form of: "take ζ measurements per second every I/K x and I/K y meters over the x− and y− directions of the field, respectively." Assume that the area monitored is a square with a side length of I units as depicted in Fig. 1 . A given query Q requires that data is collected at the corners of a grid that divides the area into K x and K y equally spaced intervals in the x− and y− directions, respectively. Hence, the total number of nodes selected for sensing is K x K y . Let (x i , y i ) denote the coordinates of node i, i = 1, . . . , N. Without loss of generality, the base station, denoted by the index i = 0, is located at (0, 0). Upon receipt of the query, the base station selects the set of sensing nodes among a number of candidate nodes. The candidate nodes are those which lie within some close distance to the ideal measurement points. (See Fig. 1 . The set of candidate nodes are defined precisely in Sect. 4.) Ideally, we would like to select sensing nodes in the network such that they lie at the corner points of the grid. However, if the nodes are deployed randomly, we may not always be able to find a sensing node at each ideal position. Moreover, selecting the same nodes closest to the corner points of the grid for each query reduces the energy of these nodes quickly, and thus leads to a shorter network lifetime. By alternating between the sensing nodes in the proximity of the ideal measurement points, we can balance the energy consumption among these nodes and extend the network lifetime.
Once the sensing nodes are selected, the sensor data has to be forwarded to the monitoring station. In general, the message follows a multi-hop path from a sensing node to the destination. The path is defined by the set of relay nodes and their transmission powers. We assume that the transmission power of each node is uniquely determined by the distance between the transmitting node and the next node on the path receiving the message. Let e i j , i = 1, . . . N, j = 0, . . . , N, denote the amount of energy consumed by node i when sending a unit size packet to node j. Additional energy consumption occurs due to the sensing and receiving operations. Let E i , i = 1, . . . , N, be the initial residual energy of node i before Q is processed, and let ξ and e r be the constant amount of energy required for a single sensing and receiving operation by any node, respectively.
We consider two channel access methods for the coordination of the transmissions in the channel: 1) ideal, collision free TDMA access and 2) practical, contention based CSMA/CA access. For TDMA, we consider a scheme which assumes separate time allocations for all nodes including the monitoring station. The monitoring station periodically sends network-wide information to the sensor nodes, such as timing information for synchronization, query information including the addresses of the sensing nodes, routing information that involves the individual route from each sensing node to the base along with the associated power levels. The nodes are allowed to transmit only during their allocated time slots. We also assume that the nodes are only awake in their respective time slots for transmitting and receiving data. Note that the energy spent while listening to the base station for network-wide information is common to all nodes. Therefore, in our model, we only consider the energy expenditure due to receiving, transmission and sensing operations in the energy cost. In contention based channel access, the sensor nodes share the channel via CSMA/CA. Again, the monitoring station periodically announces the queries, calculated routes and power levels to all nodes. We assume that the monitoring station has a higher priority over the sensor nodes, similar to the beacon transmissions in 802.11. Sleep-awake schedules similar to those in the sensor MAC (S-MAC) protocol [12] can be employed; so, the energy cost of idle listening and overhearing can be neglected. Hence, the energy expenditure of the nodes with contention based access is calculated considering sensing, receiving and transmitting operations as well as collisions and re-transmissions. In both access methods, we assume that sensing occurs at the sensor nodes right before transmission, and the battery status of each node is piggybacked together with sensed (or relayed) data in each transmission.
We assume that all nodes are fixed, and node failures occur only due to low battery. Furthermore, in-network processing and data aggregation are excluded in the envisioned data collection model, and all queries are expected to be fulfilled within the query period. Although not considered explicitly in the system model, our experimental results demonstrate that the query response times are about 5% of the query period.
In the forthcoming sections, we first formulate the lifetime maximization problem considering the ideal collision free TDMA access and devise practical sensor selection and routing algorithms. We then apply these algorithms under contention based access and re-evaluate the lifetime performance.
Lifetime Maximization Problem
In the discussion below, we formulate the lifetime maximization problem considering the TDMA channel access model. We define the network lifetime as the duration over which the network can respond to the measurement queries. Specifically, the network lifetime is the duration until the first node in the network exhausts its energy † . In general, every query may require a different precision which we do not know in advance. In other words, the generation of queries over time is a random process, and we cannot maximize the network lifetime unless we know the distribution of this random process. Therefore, in order to prolong the network lifetime, we propose a slightly different approach motivated by the following two observations: first, when data is routed from the sensing nodes to the monitoring station, it makes sense to avoid using nodes with small residual energy so that no node dies too early. Second, we would like to minimize the total energy consumption from sensing, transmission and receiving when responding to a query. Thus, by not depleting the energy of any individual node too quickly and minimizing the total energy consumption, we intend to increase the network lifetime. Below, we formulate these two goals in a multi-objective optimization framework and then explain briefly how we solve this optimization model.
In order to take into account the added flexibility of choosing the sensing nodes, we allow the distance between two successive sensing nodes to change between I/K x × (1 − ) and I/K x × (1 + ) in the x−direction and between I/K y × (1 − ) and I/K y × (1 + ) in the y−direction. In addition, we require that the coordinates of the first and last sensing nodes are located within I/K i × (1 + ) units of the lower and upper bounds of the measurement interval in each direction i = x, y, respectively. (In our computational experiments we set = 0.1.) In order to impose these constraints on the relative locations of the sensing nodes, we construct the sets:
The lifetime definition may be extended for broader applicability. For instance, when a given precision level can no longer be supported due to node failures, a wider sampling interval may be adopted and the network may still be considered as operational. Such alternate lifetime definitions appear in [24] , [25] and [26] .
We also define the binary variables s 
. . , N, denotes the number of packets generated by the sensing node at the (k, l)th location on the grid and transmitted from node i to node j. Finally, let L i , i = 1, . . . N, be a variable that denotes the residual energy level of node i after Q is processed and W = min i L i be the final, i.e., residual, energy of the node with the smallest final energy in the network. Then, we formulate the multiobjective residual energy optimization problem OPT-RE as given in (1)
The multi-objective function (1) reflects our two goals after the query Q is processed: maximize the residual energy of the node with the minimum residual energy (objective z 1 ) while also maximizing the total residual energy of the network (objective z 2 ). There exists a trade-off between these two objectives, and we will further elaborate on this issue below. The constraints (3) relate the initial energy levels E i to the final energy levels L i . The constraints (4) represent the flow conservation constraints for nodes i = 1, . . . , N, assuming that a single packet is generated by a sensing node for each query. At a sensing node i, i.e., when there exists some (k, l) such that s k,l i = 1, the net flow out of the node is equal to 1 which corresponds to the packet generated at this node. Otherwise, when node i is a relay node, i.e., when s k,l i = 0 ∀k, l, the net flow at node i is zero. The constraints (5) ensure that exactly one packet arrives at the monitoring station from each sensing node. Constraints (6)- (12) select K x K y sensing nodes in the network such that they are approximately equidistant from each other in both x− and y− directions while sensing data at the required precision of query Q.
In order to solve OPT-RE, we need to specify the exact relationship between the two objectives z 1 and z 2 in (1). The following case illustrates why we need a multi-objective model for this network lifetime maximization problem and proposes a way of solving OPT-RE. Assume that we need to process a given query Q for m times, and our only objective is to maximize the total residual energy after the final query Q m is processed. Clearly, if we determine the optimal sensing nodes and the optimal routes to the monitoring station such that the total energy consumption for processing the first query Q 1 is minimized, then the optimal sensing nodes and routes for processing the queries Q 2 , . . . , Q m are exactly the same unless a node dies while one of these queries is being processed. In other words, maximizing z 2 subject to the constraints (3)-(15) yields a solution that uses the same nodes over and over again until some nodes exhaust their total energy.
Obviously, this approach does not lead to an increased network lifetime, and we must make sure that we do not overuse a subset of the nodes in the network over time. Thus, we implement the following multi-objective approach illustrated in Fig. 2 : First, we maximize z 1 subject to the constraints (2)- (15) given a query Q t and the initial energy levels E t i , i = 1, . . . , n, and obtain the optimal minimum energy W * in the network. Then, for the same query Q t and the same initial energy levels E t i , i = 1, . . . , n, we maxi- mize z 2 subject to the constraints (2)- (15) except that we replace the right hand side of (2) with W * . In other words, we maximize the total residual energy subject to the additional constraint that no node can have a residual energy less than W * after Q t is processed. The optimal solution of this second single-objective optimization problem yields us the optimal locations of the sensing nodes and the optimal routes to the monitoring station for query Q t along with the final energy levels L t i of the nodes in the network. Then,
. . , n, and solve this multi-objective optimization problem for the next query Q t+1 .
The approach described above requires us to solve two mixed integer programs for each query processed and is therefore not practical. Furthermore, this is still a myopic approach for maximizing the network lifetime because when we select the sensing nodes and the optimal routes for a query Q t , we completely ignore the queries to be processed in the future. Nevertheless, we expect this mathematical programming based heuristic to provide a good solution in general.
Joint Sensor Selection and Routing

Shortest Path Residual Energy (SP-RE) Algorithm
Due to the computational complexity of OPT-RE, we propose an alternate simpler heuristic in order to maximize the network lifetime. Like OPT-RE, this heuristic determines the set of sensing nodes and the paths over which the sensor data is transferred to the base station. Our new heuristic assigns a link cost c i j to each link (i, j) and computes the total cost of a path from a sensing node to the base station as the sum of the costs of the links on the path. The minimum cost path from a sensing node to the base station may be determined by one of the existing shortest path (SP) algorithms, e.g., Dijkstra's algorithm. The link cost c i j is a function of the residual energies of the nodes i and j and the energy expenditure for radio transmission and reception between these two nodes.
In order to determine a sensing node for sensing location (k, l), the monitoring station calculates the shortest cost paths from every node in the network to itself. The station sorts the nodes with respect to their path costs in an ascending order. Among all nodes in this ordered set, the node that has the minimum cost path to the destination and satisfies constraints (6)- (12) for (k, l) is selected to sense. The link metrics are updated with respect to this decision. This procedure is repeated until the requested number of sensing nodes are selected. The flow chart of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 3 .
Consequently, designing a good algorithm for the joint sensor selection and routing problem reduces to finding a good link metric c i j that takes into account the energy expenditure e i j for transmitting a unit size packet over the link (i, j), the initial energies E i and E j of the nodes i and j, and the constant energy expenditure e r for the reception of a unit size packet. A good sensing node and path choice should consume as little energy as possible in total while avoiding the nodes with small residual energy. Therefore, in an appropriate link metric for this problem, the energy expenditure terms should be dominant when the transmitting and receiving nodes have plenty of residual energy while the residual energy terms should determine the link cost if the residual energies of the transmitting and receiving nodes become relatively small. These two concerns are taken into account in the two forms of link metrics defined below:
The first link metric is called the linear metric and is defined as:
The second metric is called the exponential metric and is defined as:
In our simulations, we analyze both of these metrics for different values of k i , i = 1, . . . , 4.
Performance Analysis
For integer programs, typically the solution time grows exponentially with the size of the model. OPT-RE requires solving two mixed integer programs for every update of the set of sensing nodes selected and the corresponding routes to the monitoring station. The size of (1)- (15) increases both with the number of nodes and the grid points in the network. The computational burden of OPT-RE becomes unacceptably high for 2-dimensional networks of realistic size. Therefore, we perform our computational experiments in 1-dimensional networks, i.e., K y = 1 in the results reported. In this section, we provide our results under the assumption of collision free TDMA MAC. We discuss the effects of contention based MAC in the subsequent section.
In our first set of results, we compare the network lifetime achieved by OPT-RE and SP-RE under the linear metric. Figure 4 shows the change of the minimum (E min ) and average energy (E avg ) over time in a network consisting of 200 nodes deployed randomly over a line of 100 meters. Queries are sent every second, and the measurements are taken every 50 meters, i.e., K x = 2. Note that the locations of the nodes are static, and the same network topology is used for both OPT-RE and SP-RE. The initial battery capacities of the nodes are selected randomly between 0.6 and 1.4 joules. The node energies are decremented according to the Crossbow specifications [20] . Note that, here only the energies consumed due to the sensing and radio transmit and receive operations are included in the performance evaluations † .
The mathematical program OPT-RE is modeled in ILOG OPL Studio 3.7 and solved by ILOG CPLEX 9.1 [22] . The solution includes the set of sensing nodes, the routes to the base station, the energy expenditures and the residual energy levels of all nodes. The solution is updated every 3600 queries (which corresponds to updating the sensor and path selections every hour), and E min and E avg are determined until the first node exhausts its energy. SP-RE with the linear metric runs Dijkstra's algorithm using the link costs given in (16) for computing the shortest paths, and the solution is updated every hour.
In Fig. 4 , we observe that the network lifetime achieved by SP-RE is quite close to that attained by OPT-RE; the difference is less than 9%. Thus, SP-RE appears as a promis- ing joint sensor selection and routing algorithm that performs quite competitively compared to a more sophisticated optimization-based algorithm. When we examine Fig. 4 more carefully, certain characteristics of the two algorithms become evident. With SP-RE, the minimum node energy drops quickly after several hours of operation in contrast to OPT-RE which keeps the minimum node energy constant for a long time. Meanwhile, the average node energy with OPT-RE drops below the average node energy attained by SP-RE. The reason is clear; unlike SP-RE, the objective of OPT-RE incorporates maximizing the minimum residual node energy. Thus, OPT-RE selects the nodes with energies above the minimum energy level for sensing and routing before re-using the nodes with low energy levels. Consequently, most of the nodes in the network have similar residual energies, and the gap between the minimum and average energy levels in the network tends to be narrow.
Unfortunately, the required running time of OPT-RE prohibits us to perform the rest of the experiments with OPT-RE. Thus, in the rest of our simulations we measure the network lifetimes obtained by heuristic approaches that are variants of SP-RE. In our previous work [8] , we compare the lifetime achieved by SP-RE under a special case of the linear metric (k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = k 4 = 1) with those achieved by two simple but realistic heuristics: TinyDB [11] and TinyDB-RE. Both heuristics have no transmission power control, i.e., nodes transmit at a predetermined and fixed power level. The two algorithms differ in their selection of sensing nodes. TinyDB selects the sensing node that is closest to the ideal sampling point, whereas TinyDB-RE selects the node with the maximum residual energy within the required proximity of the ideal sampling point. In all of our experiments, SP-RE performs significantly better than both TinyDB and TinyDB-RE. For example, in a network in which 100 nodes with the same initial energy level of 1.4 joules are distributed randomly over 100 meters and the sampling interval is 20 meters (K x = 5), the lifetime of the network with TinyDB, TinyDB-RE and SP-RE under the linear metric is measured as 7, 15 and 330 hours, respectively. SP-RE outperforms TinyDB and TinyDB-RE significantly because of the incorporated transmission power control.
In the following, instead of benchmarking the performance of SP-RE against naive algorithms, we investigate the network lifetime achieved by SP-RE with the linear metric for different k i , i = 1, . . . 4, values. Figure 5 shows the change of the average and minimum energy levels over the lifetime of the network using SP-RE with the linear metric for three cases:
The parame- † The sensing energy and the receiving energy are fixed energy costs that are given as 9E-8 joules and 1.14E-05 joules, respectively, in the node data sheets in [20] . We compute the transmit energy as the product of assigned transmit power level (in Watts) and the transmission duration (in seconds). Transmit power is selected from a specified set of 27 power levels (−20 dBm to 5 dBm), and the transmission duration is constant (0.029 seconds) due to the fixed sensor data size and transmission rate [20] . ters in these three cases are chosen so as to explore the relative importance of the transmission and residual energies. There are 100 nodes distributed randomly over a line of 100 meters, and queries require a measurement every 20 meters (K x = 5). All nodes have the same initial energy of 1.4 joules. The query is repeated every 1 second, whereas the sensing node and path selections are updated every hour (every 3600 queries). As depicted in Fig. 5 , the lifetime of the network using SP-RE with k 1 = k 3 = k 2 = k 4 = 1 is around 330 hours. When k i values deviate from 1, the network lifetime drops. Although only three cases are presented in Fig. 5 , we repeated the same experiment over a wide range of k i values and in different networks, and we obtained similar results. Thus, we can safely use k 1 = k 3 = k 2 = k 4 = 1 in order to maximize the network lifetime.
Next, we consider several scenarios with different node densities and query precisions, and compare the lifetimes achieved by the three cases mentioned above. First, we look into how the network lifetime is influenced by the increasing node density. Figure 6 depicts the lifetime measured with the three sets of parameter values for values of N ranging between 10 and 600 where the nodes are placed randomly over a line of 100 meters. The sampling interval is set to 20 meters, i.e., K x = 5. From Fig. 6 , we can infer that changing k i values affects the network lifetime only slightly for varying node densities. Note that with SP-RE both the sensing node and transmission power selections are performed dynamically, and the routes to the base station are updated adaptively. Increasing the node density provides alternate sensing nodes and paths to the base station, and thus the lifetime is increased significantly with increasing node density.
In Fig. 7 , we evaluate the change of the network lifetime with respect to the sampling interval for a network with 500 nodes distributed uniformly in an interval of 100 meters. (Note that the sampling interval and K x are inversely proportional.) We compare the behavior of the three sets of k i , i = 1, . . . , 4, values obtained over 5 topologies. Our experiments again show that the network lifetime changes only slightly for varying k i values. In general, the life- time attained by SP-RE increases significantly with increasing sampling interval. This behavior is reasonable because fewer sensing nodes are selected, and less amount of data is carried per query for larger sampling intervals. However, the rate of increase may change due to non-linear dependency of transmission energies on transmission distances, varying available battery levels at the sensor nodes, and the combinatorial nature of the routes constructed by SP-RE.
Next, in Fig. 8 , we compare the performance of SP-RE with the linear metric (16) to that of SP-RE with the exponential metric (17) . In this experiment, we use the same network as in Fig. 5 . We set k 1 = k 3 = k 2 = k 4 = 1 for the linear metric, and k 1 = k 3 = 1, k 2 = k 4 = 0.01 for the exponential metric. The k i values for the exponential metric are selected as the best values after performing an extensive sensitivity analysis. Although both metrics result in similar network lifetimes, an interesting feature of the exponential metric is that the curve for E min is much closer to that for E avg . Note that it is better to use the residual energies of the nodes as evenly as possible to avoid a node exhausting its battery early in the operation. Moreover, in real systems the same query is not repeated periodically, but queries with different sampling intervals are injected into the network. In such a mode of operation, it is better to have all nodes with balanced residual energy levels in order to prolong the network lifetime.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the performance of the SP-RE algorithm with the linear and exponential metrics is reported for varying node density (sampling interval is 20 m.) and varying sampling interval values (the number of nodes is 500), respectively. Again, we observe that the network lifetimes are not sensitive to the metric used. As mentioned above, the main benefit of using the exponential metric is due to more balanced network-wide energy consumption.
In sensor telemetry applications, the number of nodes involved may change depending on queries at different precisions and updates in the routes. TDMA schemes pose severe scalability and adaptability problems since they require intensive coordination among wireless nodes. Clustering can solve this problem to some extent; however, it is still not easy to update the clusters dynamically. Moreover, inter-cluster communication and interference are challenging problems that also need energy efficient solutions [12] . Due to these issues with TDMA, we consider SP-RE in a contention based access scheme in the next section which is not only more suitable for sensor telemetry applications, but also more practical for implementation.
SP-RE with Contention Based Medium Access
Application of CSMA/CA
We consider the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) method in the IEEE 802.11 standard [17] due to its widespread use and implementation. When a contention based MAC is employed, the transmission cost is increased due to collisions and retransmissions. In this section, we investigate the SP-RE sensor selection and routing algorithm over CSMA/CA type access. Considering the linear SP-RE metric, we evaluate the impact of collisions and retransmissions on the joint sensor selection and routing decisions and the overall network lifetime. We propose simple, practical enhancements to 802.11 MAC that significantly improve the performance.
In the direct application of 802.11 MAC in the sensor telemetry network, each sensing node which receives a measurement query intends to respond immediately. Before transmission, each node defers for a DIFS (deferral) period and waits for a random backoff interval † [17] . The data is transmitted after the backoff interval, and acknowledged by the destination node if it is successfully received. When two or more nodes transmit at the same time, collisions occur and those nodes try again. It is worthwhile to note that the sensor nodes can have different coverage areas depending on the power levels e i j assigned by SP-RE. This may result in different contention domains for transmissions over different routes.
The SP-RE algorithm is applied in the same manner as in the TDMA case; however, the residual energy levels † Backoff interval is a random number of slots selected in the contention window (CW), defined by [CW min , CW max ]. In case of collisions, CW min is increased according to the binary exponential backoff algorithm [17] .
E i are updated considering collisions and retransmissions in addition to sensing, transmission and reception operations. Here, we neglect the cost of ACK packets, since they are very small in size. We also assume that the costs of overhearing and idle listening can be neglected by using a sleeping scheme such as in [12] . Clearly, the network lifetime is shortened with the introduction of collisions due to an increased number of (re)transmissions in the network. If the collisions in the network can be controlled, the energy cost and the network lifetime with contention based access can be on a par with those of TDMA. In this section, we observe the effect of collisions on the network lifetime and propose enhancements to 802.11 MAC so as to regulate the collisions in order to increase the lifetime. In order to reduce the likelihood of simultaneous transmissions, we propose enhancements to CSMA/CA by adjusting its two main parameters, namely deferral period, DIFS, and contention window, CW, according to the position of the nodes and collision statistics.
First, we consider the deferral period DIFS. SP-RE routing decisions and power assignments can result in distant nodes transmitting either directly to the base station or to some nodes closer to the base station. This may cause larger collision domains close to the base station, thus increasing the number of collisions. As a solution to this problem, we propose to spread the medium sensing instants of the nodes to different locations in the network by adjusting DIFS periods according to the positions of the nodes. In other words, for node i at a distance x i meters from the base station, DIFS period is assigned as: DIFS i = S IFS + k · x i · slot time, where SIFS and slot time are given in the IEEE 802.11 specifications, and k is a normalization constant limiting the additional delay to within 1 to 2 slot times. With this enhancement, the nodes that are closer to the base station have higher priority accessing the channel, while the nodes that are further away have to wait longer. This way, the collision domains are separated based on the distance from the base station, and closer nodes finish delivering their query responses before the nodes which are more distant. Consequently, the measured information is collected in phases. We refer to this enhancement as Delayed DIFS, DDIFS.
The second enhancement we propose is to adjust the size of the minimum contention window, CW min , according to the success history for a given node, considering the occurences of collisions and successful transmissions. In [13] and [14] , the optimal contention window (CW) size that maximizes the network saturation throughput is derived as CW opt = n · √ 2 · T c , where n is the number of nodes and T c is the total time spent during a collision in terms of the number of slots. In [15] and [16] , we define the success ratio as the ratio of the average number of collisions, N c , to the average number of successful transmissions, N s . By utilizing the event probabilities p c , the probability that a transmitted packet encounters a collision, and p s , the probability of a successful transmission from [14] , we compute the success ratio, N c /N s , as p c /p s . Both of these probabilities depend on the CW size and the number of nodes in the network. Next, we determine CW opt for networks of various sizes, and through numerical calculations and extensive simulations, we show that for CW opt values that maximize the saturation throughput, the success ratio of a network remains around an optimal level of 0.2, regardless of the network size. Furthermore, we propose a method to adjust the CW size per node in order to tune the success ratio to the optimal level of 0.2. Each node continuously monitors the collision and success events and obtains its success ratio; if it is larger than 0.2, its current CW size (CW min ) is doubled, otherwise CW min is halved. Here, we apply this adaptive CW approach as an enhancement to our wireless sensor network using CSMA/CA and refer to this scheme as the Dynamic Contention Window (DCW).
As a third improvement, we apply both enhancements simultaneously in CSMA/CA. We refer to this scheme as Delayed Dynamic Contention Window (DDCW).
Performance Analysis
In order to analyze the effects of contention based MAC on the network lifetime, we model the proposed sensor network architecture in the OPNET simulation environment [23] . In this environment, we have developed node models of the base station and the wireless sensor nodes which implement the queries, SP-RE algorithm and the MAC protocol, and pipeline stages to model the physical layer transmissions and the wireless channel.
In the query module of the base station, periodic sensor queries are generated, and for each query, the SP-RE algorithm (with the linear metric) is invoked to determine the sensing nodes and power assignments. Then, this module broadcasts the queries as packets destined to the sensing nodes, also including the addresses and assigned power levels of the relays on the calculated route. The sensor nodes respond to the queries with their measurements if they are selected, or they relay the measurement data they receive with their assigned power levels. The queries are spaced in time far enough to make sure that all responses to a query are received completely before a new query is sent. Hence, the queries are collision free. However, the uplink channel from the sensors to the base station is shared, since multiple sensors may send or relay measurements at the same time. The MAC module in the sensor nodes implements the compared MAC protocols: collision free TDMA, CSMA/CA and enhanced CSMA/CA schemes DDIFS, DCW and DDCW.
The wireless channel is modeled by transmitter and receiver pipeline stages of OPNET, where transmission power is set to levels assigned by SP-RE, received power is computed as the transmit power attennuated due to free space path loss model, and collisions are modeled as overheard concurrent transmissions. The contention domains, i.e., the set of nodes involved in collisions, vary depending on transmit power assignments. In case of a collision, the MAC module of a receiver node does not send an ACK packet in response to data, and the transmitting node retransmits. The energy consumption in the OPNET sensor network model is calculated considering the energy costs of sensing, radio transmission, reception, and retransmissions due to collisions.
In this section, we report results for networks consisting of up to 80 nodes. The OPNET model involves the operation of all protocol layers which grows the size of the event list and simulation time significantly. This prevents us from experimenting with larger networks.
In Fig. 11 , we examine the lifetime of a sensor network with 20 nodes distributed randomly over 100 meters by plotting the minimum energy level in the network considering collision free TDMA and contention based MAC schemes. The query period is again assumed as one second, SP-RE is implemented with the linear metric, and decision updates are performed every hour. All nodes have the same initial energy of 1.4 joules. For the collision free TDMA MAC, the network lifetime is measured around 28 hours, which is consistent with the results in the previous section. We observe that this lifetime is reduced by approximately 18% to 23 hours when the CSMA/CA MAC is employed. This is caused by faster reduction of node energies due to successive retransmissions. As depicted in Fig. 11 , the two proposed enhancements, DDIFS and DCW, improve the lifetime of the network by approximately 2 hours each. When both enhancements are applied together, i.e., in the DDCW scheme, the lifetime of the basic CSMA/CA based system is increased by a total of 4 hours, resulting in a lifetime that is only 10% below the collision free TDMA case.
In Fig. 12 , we investigate the lifetime of the same sensor network for various sampling intervals considering collision free TDMA and CSMA/CA based schemes. For all MAC schemes, the energy consumption is reduced and hence the lifetime is extended as the sampling interval is increased. This is due to the fact that with increasing sampling interval, the number of data sources and hence the number of transmissions and collisions is decreased. When basic CSMA/CA is applied, the lifetime reduction compared to TDMA access varies between 6 and 18%. Our enhancement DDCW significantly improves the performance of the basic CSMA/CA, resulting in a lifetime that is only 3-10% below that of the collision free case.
In Fig. 13 , we evaluate the performance of SP-RE with three types of MAC for different node densities. The sampling interval is set to 20 meters, i.e., K x = 5, and the number of nodes is varied between 10 and 80 over a 100 meter line. With increasing node density, the decisions by SP-RE can be updated frequently since the number of alternate sensing nodes and routes is increased, and consequently the lifetime is improved for all MAC schemes. These simulations also indicate that the energy loss due to collisions is increased with increasing node density for both basic and enhanced CSMA/CA schemes. However, our enhanced DDCW MAC follows the performance of the collision free case closely.
The enhancements obtained in lifetime by DDCW comes at a cost of increased delay. For the 20 node network, we measure the delay at the base station which is collecting all responses from the network. In the worst case, the difference between DDCW and CSMA/CA is found to be less than 50ms, which is tolerable for the given query period of 1s.
Conclusions
In this article, we presented a practical framework for sensor telemetry applications, where a large area is monitored according to a certain precision level in a periodic fashion. In this framework, we developed an optimization-based model and a low complexity algorithm with the objective of maximizing the network lifetime by choosing the best set of sensing nodes and the paths to the base station from these nodes.
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